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Christians for the construction of Europe: 

the courage of faith in today's society. 

 

Anchor Point 
 

Xenophobia is the ideology of political parties of  the extreme right-wing. 

In Switzerland, these movements were successful  to make more intransigent a new asylum law 

and, secondly, to exert effective pressure on the Federal Government for the implementation of this 

law. 

 

Faced with this intolerable hardening denounced by cooperative organizations, the Association of 

Missionary Institutes (religious congregations have their insertion sites in the South) have already 

responded in 2001. 

 

In 2008, a volunteer service reception was open to Africanum (home of the Society of Missionaries 

of Africa, located on the territory of St. Peter's parish in Freiburg which is committed not only 

morally but financially by an annual subsidy). Every Wednesday at noon, a hot meal is prepared 

(food provided by two large areas of the city) and served by religious and lay people, to about 90 

asylum seekers. 

 

In the afternoon, a religious for a listening service and a social worker to deal with legal issues, 

welcome those people who expose their human situation. Indeed, we  often need to read together, or 

explain and comment the official correspondence that these people have received. 

 

At the same place, the French language courses are offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Are also 

taken into account health issues and accompanying children. 

 

Till today, about 30 people, all volunteers, form the "anchor point" that was formed in Law 

Association since 2011. 

 

 Among these asylum seekers, only a few can obtain a residence permit. Mostly rejected by the 

Administrative Court, will return home. "Anchor Point" then help them to calmly consider their 

situation and provides financial and material support for their return. 

 

Through quests organized in parishes, the local Church, the Episcopal Vicariate of the Canton of 

Fribourg, also supports the activities of love and justice in the context of deacons in serving the 

poor. 
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